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ABSTRACT
Multi-time negotiation, which repeats negotiationsmany times un-
der the same conditions, is an important class of automated nego-
tiation. We propose a meta-strategy that selects an agent’s indi-
vidual negotiation strategy for multi-time negotiation. We model
the meta-strategy as a multi-armed bandit problem that regards an
individual negotiation strategy as a slot machine and utility of the
agent as a reward. Our meta-strategy takes an individual negotia-
tion strategy according to the opponent’s strategy, its own profile,
and the opponent’s profile. The experimental results demonstrate
the effectiveness of our meta-strategy under various negotiation
conditions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Automated negotiation resolves conflicts among agents and en-
ables them to cooperate with each other[8, 11, 12]. Multi-time ne-
gotiation is an important class of automated negotiation. Multi-
time negotiation, which repeats negotiations many times under
the same conditions, is one of the remarkable topics in the aca-
demic automated negotiations. The setup of multi-time negotia-
tion problem is based on real-life negotiations such as supply chain
management and service level agreement. The automated negoti-
ation competition focuses on multi-time negotiation in the recent
competition [4, 10].

The performance of a negotiating agent depends strongly on the
negotiation situation, which includes factors such as the opponent,
domain, and profiles [6, 7, 9]. In other words, no single negotiation
strategy clearly outperforms all others in every situation. There-
fore, agents should select a suitable strategy to reach a beneficial
agreement. In multi-time negotiation, agents can utilize their own
negotiation history to select an effective strategy.
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2 META-STRATEGY
In this paper, we defined “meta-strategy” as overarching strategy
that determines the individual negotiation strategy to use in a given
negotiation situation. In addition, an individual negotiation strat-
egy is defined as the elements to compose of the meta-strategy.
Our meta-strategy includes some individual negotiation strategies
and selects one from them as an agent’s negotiation strategy at the
beginning of the negotiation. We model the selection of individual
negotiation strategy as a multi-armed bandit problem [14] by con-
sidering an individual negotiation strategy as a slot machine and
its own utility as a reward. We adopt the ϵ-greedy algorithm and
the upper confidence bound (UCB) algorithm [1] to the selection.
The ϵ-greedy algorithm takes an exploration with a probability of
ϵ , and takes an exploitation with a probability of 1 − ϵ . The ex-
ploration is to select a strategy at random. The exploitation is to
select the strategywith the highest average utility in the past nego-
tiations. The UCB algorithm selects the negotiation strategy with
the highest UCB score at every selection. Let S represent the set of
negotiation strategies, N represent the total number of trials, and
Ns is the number of trials for each negotiation strategy s ∈ S . The
UCB score of negotiation strategy s ∈ S is UCB(s) = µ̂s + c

√
lnN
Ns

, where µ̂ is the average utility of s in the past trials and c is a
parameter that controls the frequency of exploration (c > 0).

Ilany and Gal proposed the strategy selection method based on
supervised learning using structural features of the negotiation do-
main [9]. Further, they presented two selection methods: the se-
lection method based on a bandit approach (pure-MAB) and the
method that combines pure-MAB and the supervised learning ap-
proach (prior-MAB). Although prior-MAB outperforms other sin-
gle negotiation strategy agents, it needs different types of training
data for each class of negotiating problem. In addition, pure-MAB
and prior-MAB calculate the UCB score for each its own profile. In
other words, they do not consider the opponent’s strategy and pro-
file. Our approach calculates the UCB score for each combination
of its own profile and the opponent’s strategy and profile.

Our agents select a strategy to use in a negotiation from the
existing strategies, namely,Atlas3, CaduceusDC16, kawaii, ParsCat,
Rubick, and YXAgent. These strategies are outstanding strategies
in the individual utility category of ANAC2015, ANAC2016 and
ANAC2017 [2, 3, 5]. Each strategy has different characteristics and
outperforms the others in several situations.

3 EXPERIMENTS
We conducted experiments to evaluate our meta-strategy. The ne-
gotiation conditions of the experiments comply with those of PRI-
ANAC [10]. The tournaments are run on Genius platform (version
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Table 1: Average individual utilities of agents

Selection algorithm UCB(0.01) UCB(0.05) UCB(0.1) UCB(0.5) UCB(1) EG(0) EG(0.1) EG(0.2) EG(1) pure-MAB
Meta-Agent 0.7788 0.7765 0.7725 0.7382 0.7201 0.7787 0.7706 0.7631 0.6979 0.7406

Atlas3 0.7444 0.7443 0.7451 0.7474 0.7477 0.7441 0.7445 0.7451 0.7475 0.7501
CaduceusDC16 0.7138 0.7135 0.7134 0.7119 0.7104 0.7137 0.7130 0.7127 0.7090 0.7133

kawaii 0.7305 0.7304 0.7304 0.7274 0.7254 0.7312 0.7299 0.7293 0.7221 0.7265
ParsCat 0.6867 0.6872 0.6877 0.6875 0.6869 0.6869 0.6862 0.6862 0.6863 0.6881
Rubick 0.6658 0.6664 0.6652 0.6652 0.6648 0.6658 0.6654 0.6646 0.6644 0.6717
YXAgent 0.7132 0.7129 0.7121 0.7050 0.7006 0.7130 0.7110 0.7097 0.6944 0.6994

Figure 1: Average individual utilities of
agents for each opponent

Figure 2: Average individual utilities
of agents for each its own profile

Figure 3: Average individual utilities
of agents for each opponent’s profile

9.1.1) [13]. The tournaments comprise seven agents (Our Agent (or
pure-MAB), Atlas3, CaduceusDC16, kawaii, ParsCat, Rubick and
YXAgent). We use the domain used in PRIANAC [10]. The domain
comprises 16 profiles and includes various types of scenarios such
as cooperative, competitive, and unfair. Each negotiation session
comprises of two different agents. Sessions in all combinations of
agents and profiles are conducted. Each session repeats 100 times
with the same conditions (5,400 combinations and 540,000 nego-
tiations). The negotiation protocol is alternating offers protocol
[15] and the deadline of each negotiation is 10 seconds. These set-
tings are common knowledge of the agents. We compare 10 agents
with different algorithms and parameters: UCB(0.01): UCB algo-
rithm with c = 0.01; UCB(0.05): UCB algorithm with c = 0.05;
UCB(0.1): UCB algorithm with c = 0.1; UCB(0.5): UCB algorithm
with c = 0.5; UCB(1): UCB algorithm with c = 1; EG(0): ϵ-greedy
with ϵ = 0 (greedy algorithm); EG(01): ϵ-greedy with ϵ = 0.1;
EG(02): ϵ-greedy with ϵ = 0.2; EG(1): ϵ-greedy with ϵ = 1 (random
selection); pure-MAB: pure-MAB agent by Ilany and Gal [9].

Table 1 shows the average individual utility of each agent. A
column describes the results of each tournament which comprises
of our agent and existing agents. UCB(0.01), UCB(0.05), UCB(0.1),
EG(0), EG(0.1), and EG(0.2) significantly outperform all other agents
(Mann-Whitney U-test, p < 0.01). Our meta-strategy with an ap-
propriate parameter works effectively in multi-time negotiation.
The utility of “Oracle agent”, which selects optimal strategy by
computing in retrospect, is 0.7847. Our agents reached 99% perfor-
mance of “Oracle agent” in individual utility. As c and ϵ get smaller,

the individual utility of our agents become higher. It implies that
exploring is not important for the strategy selection of our meta-
strategy. Agents rarely overestimate or underestimate the perfor-
mance of negotiation strategy because the variance of individual
utilities is small in the negotiations in the same situation. Thus,
agents can find the best strategy for the situation with a small
amount of exploration.

Figure 1 - 3 show the average individual utility of an agent for
each opponent, each its own profile, and opponent’s profile in the
tournaments for agent UCB(0.01). They demonstrate that individ-
ual utility of the agent depends on the opponent’s strategy, its
own profile and opponent’s profile. Our agent has a higher indi-
vidual utility than all other agents in various condition although
our agent adopts these agents’ negotiation strategies.

4 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we proposed a meta-strategy that provides a suitable
negotiation strategy for the situation to the agent for multi-time
negotiation. One of the possible future research is to consider dy-
namic conditions, such as changing the preferences through rep-
etitions, or if the opponent adopts a meta-strategy. Although the
exploration was not important under the conditions in this paper,
the effective exploration of the individual negotiation strategy is
necessary in more dynamic conditions.
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